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OVERVIEW

ABOUT US

MISSION

To build a horizontal multi-cultured organization, 

established around the client and the trustees of the

firm. The organization will provide services directly or by

outsourcing, and will supervise and ensure complete

satisfaction during all stages and at the end of the

service.

To reduce as many obstacles for the client and the firm

to make the transactions and the services with the least

resistance and without any obstacles for the clients to

reach an automated system within the organization. 

To create measurable feedback on every service 

provided and a data-storage to reflect on and facilitate

decision making by studying the statistics, feedback and

suggestions.

To build an understanding of different cultural factors

which affects the client’s decision making and tailor the

services to their acceptance and liking.

VISION

To become a fun, energetic, reliable, 

accountable, excellent hub and think-tank,

where we connect people with solutions and 

produce well praised results and talent. 

A creative universe of passionate professionals

driven by the desire to innovate and achieve.

With a reputation that precedes it.

“

”
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Few years ago, the man behind Coverdale has dreamt 

of having and building his own empire that will help

thousands of people worldwide. Though it has not been a 

one-day decision and a lot has been taken into 

consideration; discouragements, negative comments,

thoughts, and 'what ifs'. These things did not matter, they

made him push harder and go for what he truly wants in

life. 

Who would have thought that being discouraged and

pulled down many times could create  someone who

stands up for what he truly believes. The statement to

create a human connection, heart to heart bond, to excel

in providing services and never stop improving. To strive

for 100% client’s satisfaction and recurrence.



GOAL(S)

WHY CHOOSE US ?

To add value to people's life by asking ourselves before

providing solutions or suggestions "Will this add value to

 their life and business"?. 

To become the most trusted organization in Iran and Persian

Gulf for immigration, company formation, legalization and

real estate.

To bring “Providing Solutions” into action and create big

impact in people’s lives to make them remember us. To

challenge their perspective in life, to support customer

business grow through more intentional, more aligned with

our own values actions.

To create multiple services and organizations with the same

underlying leadership, values and management.

To keep inspiring, motivating each and every one and be the 

reason why every individual in our organization learned the

real meaning of Trust or to Trust the Process.  

You are in good hands – 30 years of translation experience

in the UAE on local and international levels. 100% human

translation and heart to heart connection. You are important,

that is why we will dedicate a personal project manager,

who will keep in contact and update you about every stage,

from the start till the completion and delivery.

NOT SURE WHAT TYPE 

OF TRANSLATION 

WILL SUIT YOUR NEED?
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We help you choose the most 

relevant type which will save you 

money, procedure and time.
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OUR 
LEADERSHIP

MISAGH VASEGHI
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

Misagh is the Founder of Coverdale Translation & Services, a 

sincere company with an unwavering vision. He is based in 

Dubai, in the United Arab Emirates. 

He is responsible for Coverdale’s overall growth strategy, financial 
targets, operational efficiency and transformation to ensure 
substantial growth across the Coverdale business.

After two decades of leadership experience in business 
development and operations, Misagh set out to make his vision of 
an honest enterprise that delivers exceptional results with integrity 
a reality. A trifold engine of core culture comprising of transparency, 
innovation, and dedication drives Coverdale to deliver extraordinary 

performance without compromise. 

Following an international education in business management, Misagh began his career by helping transform

a barely break-even startup into a largely profitable, multi branched organization. 

He credits his success to his fondness for building relationships and the ceaseless practice of the kaizen

methodology of continuous improvement. Pairing this with an understanding of strategy development

tailored to organizations in a competitive and global economy, Misagh has since helped build numerous

companies from simple ideas to flourishing, profit-making organizations.

Misagh holds a Bachelor’s Degree of Business Management from University of Lodz – Poland.

He enjoys outdoor activities with family, life coaching, and reading self-improvement books. The quote that he 

lives by is “Every failure is a step to success” by William Whewell and a Japanese Proverb “Fall down seven

times, get up eight”.



OUR 
SOLUTIONS
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COMPANY FORMATION DOCUMENTS 
CLEARANCE AND PRO SERVICES

Coverdale help you to form the company in Dubai Economic

Dept. (DED) The enormous support from the government of UAE

helps you to expand your business all over the world. The

high-end infrastructure, information technology, high internet

penetration, business network are the highlights of setting up

your company in UAE.

Receive the documents within Dubai, 

free of charges, and with minimum 

charges in other Emirates.

When you plan to start a company in UAE, the first action is to register it. We offer business setup services. You

can incorporate your business or trade into UAE within few hours with our hassle-free service. We work with a

team of experts who will take care of all legal procedures and paperwork required to establish your business.

Our Business setup experts will help you register your business in UAE by guiding you through the process

step-by-step. We ensure that you carry out your activities in full legal compliance and ensure that your

business is registered with the UAE trade license. Coverdale offers professional services for new business

setup in UAE Free Zones covering businesses operating in different sectors and industries in the country. Free

Zones (also known as Free Trade Zones) are designed to boost international business through 100% ownership

provision for foreign investors, and single window administration convenience. Once your business is up and

running in the UAE, you, as the business owner, may apply for a UAE residence visa and hire staff. You may also 

apply for UAE residence visas for your dependents such as family members.
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UAE has over 50 free zones covering all main business sectors. Whether your business is industrial, 

commercial, consultancy, retail, education, health or technology, the UAE free zones are ideal locations to

establish your business.

LEGAL TRANSLATION

From the translation of official documents and contracts to

apostille and legal interpretation, and beyond, we can help you

with all of your translation needs, big or small.

Your documents are translated by legally trained translators in the

legal systems involved, and in collaboration with subject matter

experts to ensure they are 100% accurate, legally operative,

executable, and enforceable as required.

These documents will be sworn/attested in-country, sealed and

stamped for the relevant authorities.

ATTESTATION AND LEGALIZATION 
OF DOCUMENTS

In international law, legalization is the process of  authenticating

or certifying a legal document so a foreign country’s legal system

will recognize it as valid.

Attestation and Legalization refer to the same concept of 

validating a document as authentic and are used 

nterchangeably.

OFFICIAL LETTERS DRAFTING 
SERVICES

Agreements, UAE Powers of Attorney (POA), Memorandum of

Association (MOA), Addendum and Official Letters Drafting

Services; Localization Services, Interpretation Services, 

Document Attestation.
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QUALITY SERVICES

Company Establishment and PRO services

Document Attestation

POA, MOA, Addendum and Official Letters Drafting Services

Interpretation Services

Localization Services

TECHNICAL TRANSLATION

Financial institutions, insurance firms, banks and management 

consulting firms rely on us for reliable, accurate and fast 

translation services.

We specialize in legal, medical, financial, and academic 

translations so you can count on our expertise



Coverdale Translation & Services

Business Bay, Prime Tower, 33rd Floor, Office No 26, Dubai – U.A.E.
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